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Figure 1. ArticuLev provides an integrated pipeline for the identification, assembly and mid-air placement of shape primitives. The developer specifies
the target structure of primitives required ("Target shape", green). The pipeline automatically matches existing primitives to the intended shape (Ana-
lyze). After lifting the primitives, ArticuLev joins them and manipulates the shape in mid-air to match the target pose (Assemble). The levitated shapes
can be programmed and manipulated in real-time (Animate) and easily combined with input/output devices (e.g., Microsoft Kinect and projectors).

ABSTRACT
Acoustic levitation is gaining popularity as an approach to cre-
ate physicalized mid-air content by levitating different types
of levitation primitives. Such primitives can be independent
particles or particles that are physically connected via threads
or pieces of cloth to form shapes in mid-air. However, ini-
tialization (i.e., placement of such primitives in their mid-air
target locations) currently relies on either manual placement or
specialized ad-hoc implementations, which limits their practi-
cal usage. We present ArticuLev, an integrated pipeline that
deals with the identification, assembly and mid-air placement
of levitated shape primitives. We designed ArticuLev with the
physical properties of commonly used levitation primitives
in mind. It enables experiences that seamlessly combine dif-
ferent primitives into meaningful structures (including fully
articulated animated shapes) and supports various levitation
display approaches (e.g., particles moving at high speed). In
this paper, we describe our pipeline and demonstrate it with
heterogeneous combinations of levitation primitives.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent advancements in acoustic levitation enable levitation
and movement of multiple lightweight objects like polystyrene
beads [15, 16], with increased adoption for new types of mid-
air displays [29]. To display content in mid-air, some ap-
proaches use sparse sets of beads [23, 24], threads [25, 15] or
even organza cloth, which can also serve as levitating surface
for projection mapping [19]. Most recently, continuous, fully
volumetric content has also been demonstrated using single
[9] or multiple [12] quickly moving beads to exploit the per-
sistence of vision (PoV) effect. Inspired by the potential of
acoustic levitation, the HCI community has started to explore
interaction issues around levitation interfaces [7, 1], geometry
and content creation [19, 6] or even simulators [26].

Unlike traditional displays which are in full control of the
delivery of content (e.g., by illuminating pixels), levitation-
based displays require external physical props (i.e., the beads,
threads or cloth) to be placed within their working volume.
Displaying content in mid-air through levitation is thus hin-
dered, because such levitation primitives need to be identified,
picked up by the system (or a human operator) and physically
transported to the target location via moving acoustic traps
before any content can be presented. Such detection and as-
sembly steps were mostly neglected and never formalized in
previous research and were instead implemented as specialized
ad-hoc solutions. More specifically, there are no approaches to
automatically detect levitation primitives and assemble them
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in mid-air to allow for arbitrary combinations of primitives or
fully articulated animations.

We present ArticuLev, a system for self-supported articulated
shapes which deals with the necessary steps to initialize mid-
air content for interactive levitation applications. The system
supports all the levitation primitives used to date in mid-air
levitated displays (i.e., independent beads, threads and cloth)
and existing content presentation approaches (e.g., animated
shapes, PoV and projection mapping). We achieve this by
considering and exploiting the physical properties of the ma-
terials used as primitives (i.e. light scattering, topology), as
well as the capabilities of the levitator system (e.g., traps
and interactions while merging), resulting in an integrated
pipeline. In ArticuLev, a developer (i.e., in the context of this
paper, a person or group that wants to build acoustic levita-
tion experiences) simply defines target shapes and implements
the logic in Unity3D to animate them, without dealing with
the underlying detection, assembly or acoustic traps. When
placing matching levitation primitives into the levitator, our
system automatically analyses and assembles them, to then
run the developer’s application. Figure 1 shows an example
of the detection and assembly process of a shape consisting
of three primitives (i.e., two threads and a piece of cloth), for
an embodied teleconference application. We contribute the
following:

• A detection approach that not only detects bead locations,
but also how they are connected, e.g., via threads and cloth,
matching them with developer-defined target shapes.
• An assembly method to create animated articulated levi-

tated shapes made of heterogeneous levitation primitives
(by joining primitives via trap merging).
• A set of examples to demonstrate the creation of heteroge-

neous levitated interfaces that combine different types of
primitives (beads, threads, cloth) and display approaches
(e.g., PoV and projection mapping).

In this paper, we describe the ArticuLev pipeline. We explain
the stages to successfully identify beads and the materials that
connect them as they are placed in the levitator, matching
them with easily configurable target shapes. After that, we
elaborate on the assembly steps which involve picking up the
identified primitives and joining them into target shapes. We
then provide a technical evaluation to test ArticuLev’s ability
to detect and assemble various levitated primitives. Lastly,
we demonstrate the wide applicability of our pipeline through
various interactive prototypes, mixing different types of primi-
tives and/or display approaches, as well as existing interactive
concepts like 2D/3D input or rigid body simulations.

RELATED WORK
Levitation has long been a research interest in physics [3].
Several of these approaches have been adopted to create mid-
air levitated displays, trapping physical display elements with
either magnetic fields [10], optical and electromagnetic traps
[30, 2] and, most prominently within HCI, acoustic fields.

Several setups enable exploitation of acoustic levitation fields,
such as transducer-reflector setups creating standing waves
[33] or metamaterials [18, 22], but their limited manipulation
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Figure 2. Types of primitives used to display content in levitated mid-
air displays from previous literature (references in bold are the sources
of the example pictures). JOLED uses beads with two colors to gener-
ate mid-air pixels. Floating Charts uses threads for data visualization.
LeviProps levitates cloth cutouts that represent specific objects. GS-PAT
uses high-speed moving beads to create PoV volumetric content.

capabilities hardly make them suitable for display approaches.
Phased Arrays of Transducers (PATs) provide electronic con-
trol of the phase and amplitude of densely packed sets of trans-
ducers (e.g., 16× 16 transducers). Such transducer boards
are the most prominent approach for acoustic levitation dis-
plays (or other formats such as gloves [13]). Top-bottom PATs
made displays such as JOLED possible [29], which not only
levitated coated particles, but also controlled their orientation.
Controlled phase patterns allowed constrained control of sin-
gle particles and particles attached to threads [25], or clusters
of particles moved as a group [23].

Holographic Acoustic Elements (HAEs) [16] formalized the
definition of acoustic levitation holograms in terms of signa-
ture and focusing patterns, enabling free 3D control of single
particles and modular display systems such as LeviPath [24],
with several particles, each in an independent, small, top-
bottom PAT. HAEs were later extended to allow free 3D con-
trol of several particles [15]. This enabled 3D display shapes
made of particles (e.g. icoshaedrons) and display systems com-
bining such shapes with external (non-levitated) cloth props
[6]. LeviProps [19] extended these by levitating cloth cutouts,
providing an algorithm to optimize the location of beads on the
cloth and enabling levitated 3D projection screens. Fast com-
putation of acoustic levitation fields have allowed the creation
of continuous levitated 3D content by using fast moving beads
(one bead [9, 8] or multiple beads [12]), while simultaneously
creating mid-air haptics and audio.

In summary, previous work enabled new independent func-
tionalities (e.g. PoV content [12], optimal prop design [19]).
However, none of them formalized the initial placement of the
beads and props in mid-air (i.e. a preliminary step required be-
fore their functionality can be leveraged) and none supported
heterogeneous combinations of levitation primitives. Besides,
no prior system has attempted to generate articulated levitated
shapes, i.e., shapes which consists of multiple parts that can
be transformed hierarchically. With this, not only does our
system generalize previous systems that involve connected
beads, but it also enables new forms of interactive levitated
displays. The types of levitation primitives from previous
work (see Figure 2) and the commonly used top-bottom PAT
arrangement (see transducer boards in Figure 3) frame the
scope of our design space.



Figure 3. Setup of our pipeline implementation. We use two transducer
boards with 16×16 transducers each (i.e., 512 total) in a top-bottom ar-
rangement. The ground plane consists of acoustically transparent black
felt. For detection, we use three OptiTrack Flex 13 cameras.

ARTICULEV: OVERVIEW AND REQUIREMENTS
ArticuLev is a self-contained detection and levitation system
supporting the steps required to initialize and run levitation-
based mid-air experiences. Developers can create levitation
scenes by defining various animated target shapes. The devel-
oper defines the initial state of those target shapes (e.g., the
initial posture as in Figure 1, left) and programs the application
logic starting from this initial state (in C# within Unity3D).
Given this input and logic, ArticuLev deals with the required
initialization and execution in three stages. In the Analyze
stage, we use the cameras to detect the primitives laid into the
levitator and match those with the defined target shapes. After
that, the Assemble stage arranges the levitation primitives into
their initial shape and pose. In the final Animate stage the
developer’s logic is executed.

All of this functionality of the pipeline relies on the exploita-
tion of implicit properties of levitated display systems. This
section provides background information on such properties
(i.e., supported materials, hardware and software), as they
influence both the design, operation and applicability of our
approach. Afterwards, we describe the developer’s input and
the pipeline stages in the subsequent sections.

Primitive materials
We use the most common materials from related literature for
our primitives (see Figure 2). More specifically, we use white
polystyrene beads as bead primitives, white cotton thread
for thread primitives, and SuperOrganza for cloth primitives.
Beads and threads provide an almost Lambertian surface, with
diffuse reflections that are easily detectable from any viewing
angle. In contrast, reflections from SuperOrganza contain
much contributions from specular reflections, making it view-
dependent. Those material properties have a direct impact on
the design of our detection algorithm which we will describe
in Detecting beads and connections.

Hardware and software
ArticuLev is not bound to specific hardware and software
components, but there are requirements that need to be met
for our pipeline to work. In this section, we describe those
requirements as well as the components that we chose for our
specific implementation.

Levitator
We use a top-bottom levitation setup (see Figure 3), which
is the most commonly used setup in current levitation expe-
riences [16, 19, 12, 9, 1]. The setup consists of two 16×16
arrays of 40KHz ultrasound transducers, created as an ex-
tension of the open source platform Ultraino [14]. We use
similar voltage (20V) and transducers as CE certified prod-
ucts that are safe for public use (e.g., Ultraleap STRATOS
[34]). This top-bottom setup provides a working volume of
approximately 10cm×10cm×18cm at the center of the levi-
tator [19] and produces acoustic traps that are roughly 25mm
wide horizontally [15, 9]. This determines the minimum dis-
tances at which beads (individual or as part of primitive) can
be laid, as to allow independent picking and manipulation
(to avoid unintended trap merging). We also use a layer of
black felt (~0.2mm thickness, acoustically transparent and IR
absorbent) placed 3cm above the bottom array. This ground
plane acts as a support structure to lay the primitives and as a
dark background for detection.

For generating acoustic traps, we implemented a Naive multi-
point levitation algorithm [15, 12] multi-threaded on the CPU
in C#, computing up to 3K solutions per second (we use a
laptop with six i7 cores / twelve logical processors at 2.2GHz).
This update rate provides basic support for PoV content. Artic-
uLev is agnostic to the underlying algorithm used, i.e., other
algorithms can be used to improve stability and update rate
(e.g., IBP [15] or GS-PAT [12], which is GPU-based and sup-
ports over 10K solutions per second).

Camera setup
We used three infrared based cameras (OptiTrack Flex 13 by
NaturalPoint [21], 1280×1024 pixels each), as a widely avail-
able tracking solution. These cameras are robust in terms of
varying visible light conditions and have the ability to dynami-
cally adjust IR lighting intensity and exposure time, required to
adapt captured images to the optical properties of the potential
primitives to be detected. The camera intrinsics and distortion
coefficients are provided by the manufacturer. Therefore, we
only need to compute the camera extrinsics by estimating a
homography [4] for each camera, using the four corners of
our ground plane. Other IR or RGB cameras can be used,
assuming equivalent capabilities are provided.

Software frameworks and libraries
The majority of the system is implemented in the Unity3D
Game Engine, to easily exploit its 3D programming capabili-
ties and to enable a wide variety of levitation applications. The
overall dataflow implementation is based on the Velt frame-
work [5] (a plugin for Unity), which facilitates multi-threading,
camera frame processing and more. Therefore, those and other
orthogonal functionalities (e.g., projection mapping) are not
integral parts of the ArticuLev pipeline. Lastly, we use alglib
[27] to solve linear equations within various pipeline steps.



Figure 4. Creating an example ArticuLev application with an animated
fish and a line and sinker. Left: Velt nodes are used to describe the
target shapes in the application, specifying their bead positions, connec-
tions and cloth outlines. The ShapeGroup node gathers the two target
shapes and the ApplicationLogic handles animations or interactive
experiences. Top-right: Unity scene view, allowing placement of target
shapes. Bottom-right: Resulting application.

DEVELOPER’S INPUT
Development with ArticuLev requires basic Unity skills. Our
target group of developers includes programmers, HCI re-
searchers and digital artists. Figure 4 illustrates the developer’s
creation process, defined visually using Velt nodes (boxes in
Figure 4, left). In the example, the developer creates two target
shapes (one for the fish, one for the line), each represented
by one or more nodes. The developer could directly type
in 3D coordinates or load a 3D mesh for the bead locations
and connections in such nodes or program their locations (e.g.
for algorithmically generated props). However, ArticuLev
provides and encourages the use of higher-level tools. For
instance, target shapes can be picked from a set of parame-
terized standard targets (e.g., a simple thread with two beads,
triangle or square shaped cloth and more). In the example,
the line an sinker is defined by selecting a built-in 2-bead
SimpleThreadTarget and by specifying its length. Devel-
opers can also define their own shapes with a 2D point input
node. As illustrated in Figure 4 (Left), the creation of the fish
simply requires the definition of four beads. In this case, devel-
opers can also use an image loader node (Figure 4) to upload
a binary target image representing the Fish. This provides a
visual reference to specify the beads and ensures target shapes
will match only cloth primitives with specific cloth cutouts, as
detailed in Matching detected primitives with target shapes.
The specified positions should roughly match the positions of
the beads on the fabricated prop to ensure robust matching.
Of note, it is currently the developer’s responsibility to find a
reasonable bead arrangement when attaching them to the cloth.
Other tools like LeviProps [19] can be used independently to
verify and automatically adjust the 2D locations of the beads
on the cloth so as to fabricate props with optimal trapping
stiffness before passing them to ArticuLev.

Given both targets, the ShapeGroup node encapsulates them
in order to centralize access for the application. Finally, the
ApplicationLogic contains the developer’s C# code for an-
imating the shapes during application runtime.

Beads & connections Hierarchy

Figure 5. Resulting pipeline input for an articulated shape. Left: The
developer visually defines bead positions (yellow), connections and bones
(Face, Arm1 and Arm2). Right: Resulting hierarchical representation,
with beads assigned to bones (orange), and one Unity node per bone.

The previous example (Figure 4) contained one primitive per
target shape (fish prop and thread). Besides such rigid target
shapes, developers can also define more complex articulated
target shapes as shown in Figure 5. To do this, the devel-
oper needs to provide a list of bead positions and connections
as well as a hierarchy of bones (programmatically or in the
UI). Conceptually, this is closely related to skeletal computer
animation (i.e., a rotating a bone also rotates/translates its
child-bones). That is, each bone contains a list of beads, a
parent bone and pivot point (bead) to rotate around (e.g., the
Shoulder beads in Figure 5).

STAGE 1: ANALYZE
This first stage involves no levitation. It consists of the detec-
tion of the available primitives based on the camera streams
and the matching of those primitives with the target shapes.

Detecting beads and connections
A detection approach must consider the the different mate-
rial properties of the levitation primitives, which means it
has to meet the following requirements. First, a multi-pass
approach is required, each using different camera settings to
detect different materials. Polystyrene beads provide a round
and almost Lambertian surface, making them easy to detect
even with low exposure values from any viewing angle. How-
ever, higher exposure rates are required in order to deal with
the thinness of threads and the semi-transparency of Super-
Organza (i.e. cloth). Second, a multi-camera arrangement is
required, to detect thread and cloth primitives. Particularly,
thin threads tend to produce gaps (sections not detected) in the
individual camera streams. The shininess of SuperOrganza
produces bright specular highlights for some viewing angles
while reflecting almost no light to other directions. Finally,
materials are typically not exactly lying on a flat plane (e.g.,
different bead sizes, thread/cloth bending due to its rigidity).
Thus, homography solutions cannot directly be applied. Other
approaches, such as Steger’s accurate line tracing [32] are not
applicable due to thread gaps or intermediate beads.

All of these challenges and requirements do not directly fit
the capabilities of existing commercial software solutions (e.g.
OptiTrack Motive). Our solution instead uses OptiTrack’s low-
level CameraSDK [20] to directly access and adjust the camera
streams, making use of a multi-camera detection algorithm
involving three different passes (one per primitive type, each
using different camera settings), as described in the following.
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Figure 6. Example for the thread detection algorithm. The algorithm
marches between each pair of beads in 3D space while projecting line
segments into the camera spaces of each camera. For each projected
line segment in the binarized camera images, we count the number of
bright pixels along the projected line. As seen in the right column, not
all cameras need the thread to be entirely visible for the algorithm to
work. The output is an undirected graph with bead positions as nodes
and connections including their lengths as edges (bottom left).

Detection pass 1: Bead positions
This pass uses a short camera exposure time (65ms in our
setup), revealing beads, but not threads or cloth (due to less
reflections from their materials). We use CameraSDK’s built-
in 2D object detection to retrieve circular blobs in each camera
stream and unproject them as follows. Given each camera
as pinhole model (with their intrinsics and extrinsics), we
produce 3D rays that have the camera position as origin and
pass through the blob’s center in the image plane. Calculating
the intersections of those rays from across cameras then gives
us the bead locations. Since in practice the rays (created from
the blob pixels) do not actually intersect, we use alglib [27] to
solve the linear equations for approximating the intersection.
Given a pair of rays, the calculated optimal solution for those
equations is the point that is closest to both rays. The resulting
set of 3D bead positions is used as the input to the next passes,
which focus on detecting connections between beads.

Detection pass 2: Thread connections
After bead positions from pass 1 are known and stored, the
system detects the connections between them. This second
pass uses a longer camera exposure, which makes threads
appear brighter in the camera streams (without overexposing,
255ms in our setup). In order to deal with potential gaps in
the threads within the camera streams (e.g., camera "Right"
in Figure 6), this pass needs to combine the inputs received
by all cameras to search for connections between each pair
of beads. For each pair, we step from the first to the second
bead with a direction vector that initially points from the first
to the second bead. At each step, we define a 3D line segment
orthogonal to the direction vector (see red lines in Figure 6).

We then sample such line segment, projecting its 3D world
coordinates into all three camera image spaces (see Figure 6,
right). If a bright pixel is hit in any of the camera images, we
continue stepping towards the target bead (creating other line
segments). Otherwise, the beads are considered not connected.
To account for curved threads, we slightly adjust the stepping
direction depending on where we find bright pixels along the
segment. These connections and the previously computed bead
locations produce as undirected graph. The nodes of this graph
are bead positions. The edges of the graph indicate thread
connections and store the estimated length of the (potentially
curved) thread. This graph (e.g., Figure 6, bottom) is later
used for matching.

Detection pass 3: Cloth connections
Due to uneven scattering of reflections from cloth, the thresh-
olded images typically contain holes (see Figure 7). Therefore,
we combine multiple cameras as with thread detection. If
the developer-defined target shapes only feature convex cloth
primitives (e.g., triangles or squares), then the second detec-
tion pass would be enough to identify those as well. However,
with arbitrary cloth cutouts (e.g. shapes in Figure 2.Cloth
or Figure 9), connections between beads on the same cloth
could be missed, e.g., due to intentional holes like the skull’s
eyes in Figure 9. To also support such non-convex shapes,
we implemented a simple cloth shape reconstruction from
multiple thresholded images, which not only detects beads
attached to the same cloth, but also retrieves the fine grained
shape of the cloth from the partial views available to each
camera. Our shape reconstruction is a variance of the flood
fill approach, which additionally takes the 3D position of the
attached beads into account. We rasterize a 512×512 pixels
top-view of the ground plane (16cm × 16cm), with each pixel
(u,v) containing a binary value (Cloth / NoCloth, initially
set to NoCloth). To initiate a flood fill, we choose an arbitrary
(not yet processed) detected bead and start from its position in
rasterized image space. To check a pixel (u,v), we first convert
it to its x-y-z (right-up-forward) world coordinates. We calcu-
late the x and z coordinates based on the image resolution and
the ground plane dimensions (x = u/512 ·16, z = v/512 ·16).
The y-coordinate is estimated as a weighted average of the y
coordinates of the beads in the local region. We then perspec-
tively project the world coordinates to pixel coordinates pcam
in each camera stream. Finally, if pcam is a bright pixel in any
stream, then the rasterization is set to Cloth at (u,v) and the
flood fill continues from neighboring pixels that have not been
visited yet. All beads that are reached within the same flood
fill comprise a connected component in the undirected graph.

Left BackRight

Figure 7. Example for two squared cloth cutouts seen from the three
cameras. Due to uneven scattering from the cloth primitives, the thresh-
olded images in each of the independent camera feeds are incomplete,
i.e., generally each camera receives different reflections.



Matching detected primitives with target shapes
The detection above produces an undirected graph that incorpo-
rates bead positions as well as types and lengths of connections
irrespective of the target shapes. Of note, beads are detected
and stored in an order that generally differs from the developer-
defined order in the target shapes. ArticuLev matches the
detected shapes with the developer’s input in two separate
steps: (1) Assigning detected connected components to tar-
get shapes and (2) within each assignment, mapping detected
beads to those in the target shape. In simple cases, comparing
the topologies of the detected connected components and the
target shapes primitives is sufficient to find a valid assignment
and a mapping. For instance, in the example in Figure 8, it
is sufficient to detect, which beads are connected in order to
distinguish between the disk (three connected beads) and the
two threads (two connected beads each). After assignment,
proximity can then be used for mapping beads. However, cloth
primitives that are pre-cut to specific shapes, different primi-
tives can have the same connection topology even if they rep-
resent different shapes. Also, a topology might contain several
axis of symmetry, even if the cutout does not. For instance, the
fish and the skull in Figure 9 have the same diamond shaped
bead topology with rotational symmetries. ArticuLev uses the
target image provided by the developer and the detected cloth
shape reconstruction for disambiguation. The detected beads
are used as anchor points to transform from the provided devel-
oper’s definition to the shape reconstructed. We iterate over all
combinations of mappings between detected and target beads
and use singular value decomposition (SVD) [31] to estimate
a rigid transformation between both definitions. This usually
already discards many bead mappings that cannot be trans-
formed into each other rigidly. Among the remaining potential
mappings, we compute the overlap of pixels between the trans-
formed reconstruction and the provided template, choosing
the bead mapping with the largest overlap (Figure 9, right).
Overall, this provides a solution to differentiate between cloth
primitives (e.g. skull vs fish) and to find to resolve rotational
symmetries in the bead topology of the primitives.

Assign to target Map beads

Figure 8. Once beads and connections are detected, ArticuLev matches
them with the target shapes. First, ArticuLev assigns detected primitives
(bottom) to the target shape (top). Second, because beads are detected
in an undefined order, ArticuLev needs to map the detected beads to the
defined target beads.

Cloth detected and in template

No cloth both Detected cloth outside template

No cloth inside template

54.6%

68.3%

84.3%
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Template Detected

Figure 9. Shape reconstruction and target matching of a fish and a
skull cloth cutout. Left: ArticuLev uses the shape reconstruction of the
detected cloth primitives to distinguish between target shapes with equiv-
alent topologies. Right: we compute the overlap of the shape reconstruc-
tions with the templates to identify the correct target shape (fish versus
skull) and corrent orientation (rows).

STAGE 2: ASSEMBLE
After all primitives are identified and matched with their target
shapes, ArticuLev can start levitating and assembling them
accordingly. As shown in Figure 10, this involves three steps:
Lift, Join and Pose.

During the Lift step, beads in all primitives are levitated verti-
cally to remove contact and possible friction from the ground
plane. This step first creates traps at every bead location,
slowly increasing their amplitudes (trapping forces) over an
adjustable amount of time (i.e. 200ms, in our setup). This
fixes primitives in place, avoiding detected primitives to be
moved due to lifting other primitives. Once primitives are
fixed, they are lifted to the designated height.

Target shapes can be made of single props (e.g., Figure 4) or
made of multiple primitives (e.g., Figure 8). We will discuss
the implications for each option in Single-props versus joining
primitives. If multiple primitives per target are used, then the
Join step is needed to combine the primitives in mid-air by
selectively merging traps. ArticuLev always merges the traps
of the primitives horizontally to improve stability. Figure 11
visualizes this for the case for our levitator and the IBP algo-
rithm [15], plotting the stiffness (i.e., trapping strength) of two
traps approaching each other horizontally and vertically (top)
as well as showing pressure fields of horizontally approaching
traps (bottom). This is a symmetric case, i.e., the reported stiff-
ness is the same for each of the two traps. Traps approaching
along the vertical axis will interfere destructively, suffering
massive drops in stiffness at some points (e.g. ∆d = 6mm). In
practice, particles will refuse to move to such points, being
instead attracted to points of high stiffness (i.e. peaks at ∼ 4.2
or ∼ 8.5 mm). In contrast, traps approaching horizontally
present a much smoother evolution of stiffness, remaining
almost constant for ∆d > 8.5 mm, with a sudden increase at
lower distances (∆d < 8.5 mm). This increase is explained
by looking at the evolution of the pressure landscape as traps
approach each other (Figure 11, bottom). While traps remain



Figure 10. Steps required to assemble target shapes: Lift detaches the primitives from the ground plane using linear (upwards) paths. Join then
assembles them into the required target shape, applying rigid solid movements and connecting joints along the horizontal direction. Pose finally places
the shape into the initial pose required by the application logic.

initially separated, at ∆d ' 8.5mm these get merged and the
beads within will be attracted to each other (i.e. climbing
towards ∆d ' 0). As a result, the Join step merges primi-
tives horizontally while using a relatively high approaching
speed (e.g. >0.1m/s in our setup). This avoids the attraction
in last stages of merging (∆d < 8.5 mm) from pulling along
connections, which would cause other traps to fail.

Finally, the Pose step brings shapes to their target posi-
tion/orientation, allowing the application to start. This typ-
ically involves a rotation and translation (or a hierarchy of
those). The required rigid transformation is again computed
using singular value decomposition (SVD) [31].

Levitation paths
All of the motions required for this stage are supported by
levitation paths. These allow the position of each trap to be
updated smoothly, ensuring small displacements at each step
(i.e. 0.5mm in our setup) to prevent beads from falling between
updates. Of note, the paths are calculated based on the detected
bead positions on the physical prop for the transformations,
as these usually slightly differ from the positions described in
the target shapes (e.g., due to inaccurately placed beads). We
implemented three generic built-in types of levitation paths:

• Linear interpolates all bead positions linearly, with updates
not exceeding the maximum step size. This is sufficient to
support the Lift step in Figure 10.

• RotationTranslation transforms a group of beads from
an initial to a target position/orientation while maintaining
all distances between beads (i.e. rigid-body transformation).
The maximum step size is considered in each update for all
beads (i.e. the bead furthest from the pivot point dictates
how fast the shape can rotate). We use this interpolation,
e.g., in the Join step in Figure 10.

• Articulated generalizes RotationTranslation by
defining a hierarchy of rigid transformations, required for ar-
ticulated target shapes. This interpolation maintains relative
distances among beads assigned to the same bone, while
all updates are still limited by the maximum step size. The
Pose step in Figure 10 is an example for such a motion, with
the beads in each bone (cloth, threads) retaining relative
distances within the bone (see L1, L2), but each arm can
rotate around the cloth.

Figure 11. Traps merging in top-bottom levitators. Top: Trapping stiff-
ness varies as traps approach each other along the vertical (blue) or hor-
izontal (red) directions, with the latter providing smoother transitions.
Bottom: Pressure fields of horizontally approaching traps. The traps re-
main separated at longer distances (from the left, 25, 20, 15 and 10 mm),
merging as a single trap at shorter distances (right image, 5mm).

STAGE 3: ANIMATE
This stage starts once all primitives have been levitated to
physically match the initial state of the target shapes de-
fined by the developers. At this point, a callback function
in ApplicationLogic (see Figure 4) will be invoked every
frame (similar to Update in Unity), which developers can use
to program their logic. ApplicationLogic also provides
access to the Unity nodes created for each target shape and
bones, which the developer can use to animate the scene. Al-
ternatively, developers can do this by using the levitation paths
described earlier, ensuring interpolations comply with maxi-
mum step sizes defined. Independently of the method used,
ArticuLev automatically updates the underlying traps accord-
ing to the state of the scene. Since the logic is implemented in
Unity and Velt, the developer has access to any existing func-
tionalities, such as input devices like Leap Motion or Kinect
or projection mapping techniques. Information about how to
communicate with the pipeline in the Animate stage can be
found in the appendix.

Figure 12 illustrates a concrete envisioned application - a
levitation-based teleconferencing system. The application
combines high resolution projection mapping with a physi-
calized way of expressing the body language of the remote
participant. This example uses a disk-shaped piece of cloth



Figure 12. A teleconferencing example based on ArticuLev. A levitated
disk serves as projection surface for the users’ faces. The threads reflect
the users’ gestures to physicalize their body language.

and two threads to form an articulated shape. The logic is
programmed to manipulate the bones of the articulated tar-
get shape to match the arms, as tracked with a Kinect device
(e.g. threads can freely rotate to convey hand/arm gestures).
Velt handles the projection mapping and the acquisition of the
RGB-D stream from Kinect.

Single-props versus joining primitives
A target shape in a running ArticuLev application can either be
a single pre-assembled prop or assembled in mid-air by joining
multiple primitives (Join step in assembly). For instance, for
the target shape in Figure 12, the arm threads could instead be
directly sewed into the beads of the cloth (Figure 13, Left) or
assembled from different primitives (Figure 13, Right). While
this is equivalent for the target shapes (ArticuLev will either
pick up a single prop or join multiple primitives, as long as
they yield the same target shape), this does affect the behavior
of the primitives during articulated movements in the Animate
stage.

The first case (single pre-assembled prop) generally requires
less traps during the assembly process (allowing stronger traps)
and could be visually more appealing for some cases, as strictly
only one bead is located in each trap. However, this connec-
tion (thread sewn onto bead) can constraint the articulation,
adding tension to the bead as the arm is moved and hence
can limit the possible animations. In the second case (joining
primitives), producing target shapes by joining simple prim-
itives (e.g. triangles, threads) can allow reusing a small set

Figure 13. Shapes can be created by fabricating pre-assembled props
(left: thread sewed into brown bead) or by joining multiple primitives
into a bigger shape (right: brown and green bead separated, but share
same trap). In both cases, the brown bead cannot rotate relative to the
cloth it is attached to. In a directly connected shape (left), the thread ro-
tation is limited due to unwanted bending forces. If separate primitives
are used (right), beads can share a trap. This allows the thread primi-
tive to rotate independently of the cloth, making articulated animations
more feasible.

of primitives to produce a range of target shapes. This can
improve stability (e.g., arm rotations in the teleconference
example). Additionally, beads sharing a trap will retain their
degrees of freedom in terms of rotation, removing constraints
from the bones. While the application logic will remain the
same and the use of single or joined traps remains the devel-
oper’s choice, these differences in behavior should be taken
into account. The differences are illustrated in Video Figure A
(in supplemental material).

TECHNICAL EVALUATION
We conducted an in-lab evaluation, in order to characterise
the capabilities of ArticuLev across each of its different stages
and for different combinations of levitation primitives. More
specifically, we designed six test applications that make use
of all primitive materials individually and in pairs (in Table 1
from left to right: bead-only, bead-thread, bead-cloth, thread-
thread, thread-cloth, cloth-cloth). Our tests strictly only run
one cycle per trial to measure the success rate. Our real-time
implementation could trivially identify and correct failure
cases, by restarting the pipeline and introducing only slight
delays. However, our strict one-cycle tests were used as means
to identify the causes of failure and to propose further im-
provements to both software (stages) and primitive materials
(see Limitations and future work). We conducted the tests in
groups of 10 trials per application, collected across 3 consecu-
tive days (i.e. varying lighting conditions, system calibrated
at the beginning of each day), resulting in 30 collected trials
per test application. Each trial assessed ArticuLev’s capa-
bility to detect and assemble the primitives required, and it
involved two operators - the experimenter and a non-expert
operator (i.e. no CS, research or engineering background).
The non-expert placed the required primitives onto the levi-
tator’s ground plane, out of sight of the experimenter, who
then started ArticuLev and registered the results. The non-
expert operator could place the props arbitrarily, but was made
aware of the working volume of the device. Furthermore, the
non-expert was instructed to place primitives with no overlap
and with a minimum distance of ∼ 25mm between beads (see
Hardware and software).

Table 1 shows the results of our evaluation and serves as the
reference table throughout this section. We split our results in
two groups: Primitive success rates and Stage success rates.

With the Primitive success rates, we report the rate of success
over all individual primitives across trials regardless whether
the stage was successful. Detection in primitive success rates
are the percentages of primitives, which were correctly identi-
fied and matched to target shapes. For instance, detecting 30
out of 60 beads across all trials would mean 50% primitive
success rates. Similarly, we also report the overall number
of individual primitives physically reaching their target. As-
sembly under primitive success rates reports the average and
standard deviation in relation to the total number of primitives
across trials within each test application.

With Stage success rates, we describe the rate of complete
success within a pipeline step. For instance, detecting all beads
in an application counts towards the success, whereas missing
just one bead does not count towards success. Analogously



Beads 6 5 6 5 5 7
Connections 0 2 6 3 4 9

Primitive success rates %
Detection 98 100 100 100 100 98
Assembly 93±10 83±17 98±8 76±28 83±23 82±27

Stage success rates %
Detect: Beads 90 100 100 100 100 93

Connections N/A 100 93 100 100 93
Assembly: Lift 70 83 93 74 77 80

Join+Pose 66 50 63 57 66 66

Table 1. Summary of results obtained from our evaluation. Columns
represent each of the target shapes tested, while the rows represent shape
input parameters (beads and connections) and measured parameters for
each stage. All percentages in the stage success rates are in relation to
the total amount of trials independent of the success of the previous stage,
i.e., they can only remain equal or get lower in subsequent stages.

in assembly, trials in which any of the primitives failed to
reach their target positions are counted as unsuccessful. For
instance, in the cloth-thread example (5th from the left) if
the thread or the cloth failed, it does not count towards the
success rate. All percentage entries throughout the stages
are always in relation to the total amount of primitives of the
respective test application. That is, a failure in a step counts as
a failure in later steps. For instance, a bead that is not detected
is also not lifted. Hence, percentages can only remain the
same as the previous stage in best case (no further failures
in the step) or get lower. This also implies that the last row
of the stage success rates (Join+Pose) shows the percentage
of trials, which where completely successful, i.e., all the way
from detection to reaching the target pose. In the following,
we discuss the stage success rates in more detail.

For the Detection stage, we tested the number of trials, in
which all beads and connections were correctly identified by
the system. We further separated this stage into the detection
of the Beads and Connections under stage success rates. This
stage shows robust results, with high detection rates for all
beads and connections. The few failures were related to in-
complete reconstructions for cloth primitives (i.e., particularly
when placed at the limits of the working volume, with worse
illumination), or for primitives placed too closely together
(i.e., beads rolling towards other primitives after placement).
No false positives (non-existing beads or connections) were
produced by the system.

We split the Assembly stage test into two steps: Lift and
Join+Pose (whereas only the last three test applications in-
clude a Join step). A large part of the assembly failures oc-
curred during the Lift step, usually due to primitives sticking to
the ground plane (i.e. micro-fibers in primitives or felt; electro-
static attraction due to friction). Other errors within Assembly
were caused by primitives interacting during the joining or
posing steps, either by directly hitting them or by distorting
nearby traps holding them (e.g. a bead going near/through a

thread primitive). Thus, collision avoidance mechanisms for
levitation [28] should be considered to avoid these cases. In
other cases, failures could be related to specifically ill-posed ar-
rangements of the traps (some arrangements lead to destructive
interference [19]), which can be alleviated using alternative
levitation algorithms (e.g. IBP [15] or GS-PAT[12]).

Evaluation summary
We evaluated the ArticuLev with six target combinations with
our specific setup. The overall results vary according to the
test application, while the detection is close to 100%, only
50% - 66% of the cases successfully reach the final stage. Our
system is agnostic to the low-level trapping algorithm and
the number of cameras. In general, adding more cameras and
hence, more redundancies would further improve the detection.
However, from the results, we can conclude that three cam-
eras with thresholded streams are already sufficient to reliably
detect beads and connections with commonly used levitation
materials. In particular, we can confirm that with the reflection
properties of organza, generally at least one out of three cam-
eras receive enough light to detect the cloth, even when placed
at different orientations. At the same time, beads that are at-
tached to organza can still be detected by all cameras as those
are still brighter than the organza reflections from all angles.
While low-level improvements for trap generation are possible,
the overall ArticuLev pipeline with our used setup was able
to persistently detect levitation primitives and generate valid
assembly sequences.

EXAMPLE COMBINATIONS OF PRIMITIVES
We demonstrate the potential of ArticuLev by implementing
a number of levitation-based prototypes (see Figure 14). All
examples were created using Velt nodes (see Figure 5) and
simple application logic. They showcase either individual
primitives or combinations primitives with of different materi-
als (e.g. bead-thread, thread-cloth) and/or display approaches
(static or fast moving PoV content), showcasing ArticuLev’s
unique ability to support heterogeneous levitated interfaces.
We invite the reader to see all prototypes in motion in the
supplemental video of this publication (main video).

The first three examples (Figure 14.A) illustrate single cloth
primitives The airplane (Left) shows a flat prop, while the
top and bottom beads in the skull (Center) are slightly bent
for a curved prop appearance. The handcuffs (Right) illus-
trate an articulated, single cloth shape (i.e. one bone per ring,
another for the connecting chain), allowing independent con-
strained manipulation of each part. This example is similar
to those supported by LeviProps [19] and their algorithm is
beneficial to optimize the prop design for this type of prop
primitives. However, as opposed to LeviProps, our system
can uniquely identify the correct orientation when posing the
props and our matching algorithm makes them robust to in-
accurately placed beads or differently sized shapes. The next
two examples (Figure 14, B and C) illustrate the use of ar-
ticulated thread primitives, and the two alternatives to create
articulations (single prop or joined primitives, as in Figure 13).
In Figure 14.B, one thread with three beads and one thread
with two beads are joined and animated to reflect the move-
ments of the user’s index and thumb fingers (tracked by Leap



Motion). In contrast, Figure 14.C shows an articulated stick
figure made of a single pre-assembled prop, animated with
a mouse. The subsequent examples (Figure 14, D, E and F)
illustrate combinations of different types of primitives and/or
display approaches. Figure 14.D combines cloth and thread
to represent a fish and fishing line, animated independently
(e.g. swimming fish animation). Figure 14.E combines three
pieces of cloth into one articulated shape, creating a flying
skull with a wing flap animation. Finally, (Figure 14.F shows
a thread and a fast-moving bead creating a circle in PoV time.
In addition, a slow sinusoidal rotation is applied to both the
thread and bead, to produce an oscillating pendulum. Finally,
Figure 14.G illustrates one example for the incorporation of
Unity functionalities - the physics engine applied to a square
cloth primitive. The motion of the square mimics that of a
rigid body, bouncing off the ground plane and invisible walls
around the levitator’s working volume.

While the built-in ArticuLev functionalities were sufficient to
produce the applications described in this section, ArticuLev
can be extended programmatically, as to allow for specialized
shapes and folding sequences. More details about the modular
pipeline including a more complex example can be found in
the system architecture appendix and in Video Figure B (both
in supplemental material).

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
While the pipeline provides a self-contained system enabling
novel types of levitated applications, its individual compo-
nents can be improved and further generalized in the future.
Our evaluation showed how the inclusion of collision avoid-
ance strategies [28] to the Assemble stage could prevent some
failure cases. Adopting recent levitation algorithms like GS-
PAT [12] could further increase robustness and provide full
PoV content support (i.e. performance should be increased to
update the traps at >10K updates per second). Other possible
future directions would be the disassembly of primitives to
morph between shapes in mid-air.

Further improvements could be attained by exploring alter-
native material choices for the levitation primitives. Some
Lift failures were caused by tangling micro-fibres from thread
primitives (cotton) and the ground plane (felt). Electrostatic
effects can also hold the primitives (i.e. both polystyrene and
Organza/silk produce triboelectric effects), and triboelectric-
neutral materials should be considered. The optical properties
(e.g. light scattering) of such alternative materials should
also be revisited and may require adaptations to the detec-
tion pipeline. Similarly, using other levitator arrangements
(e.g. four boards, as in PixieDust [23]) not only changes trap
topologies and assembly strategies when merging traps (see
Figure 11), but might also affect safety during usage.

Even if ArticuLev can facilitate initialization and creation of
levitated experiences (e.g. visual nodes, Unity integration),
its target group still focuses on developers and might not be
suitable for content creators without any programming back-
ground. During development, we remotely collaborated with
an artist to create an interactive experience. This is as a first
step to bring in relevant perspectives and facilitate further
adoption of levitated experiences.

A) Single cloth cutouts

B) 2x thread C) Thread structure

D) Cloth + thread E) 3x cloth

F) Thread + PoV bead G) Real-time physics

Figure 14. Example prototypes created with ArticuLev, which showcase
the supported primitives, heterogeneous primitive combinations.

CONCLUSION
We presented the integrated detection and levitation pipeline
ArticuLev, which unifies various levitation approaches from
previous work and enables novel combinations of shape primi-
tives. We tackle a problem that is unique to levitation based
mid-air displays, which rely on external props and their as-
sembly to be able to display content. Our pipeline detects
connections between beads with an approach that is carefully
designed around the requirements of a typical levitator setup
and the materials of shape primitives. Furthermore, with our
examples, we demonstrated how our pipeline generalizes pre-
vious levitation-based mid-air displays and allows novel com-
binations of shape primitives. In addition, with our shape
assembly approach, we present the first acoustic levitation sys-
tem to assemble animated fully articulated shapes. We believe
that our pipeline and formalization are an important step to
allow effective application development for acoustic levitation
based mid-air displays.
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